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A coloring of a Steiner triple system is equitable if the cardinalities of the color
classes differ by at most one. It is shown that, with the possible exceptions of
v # [19, 21, 37, 49, 55, 57, 67, 69, 85, 109, 139], there exists for all v#1, 3 (mod 6)
and v15, a 3-chromatic Steiner triple system of order v all of whose 3-colorings
are equitable.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A Steiner triple system of order v (briefly STS(v)) is a pair (X, B), where
X is a v-element set and B is a collection of 3-subsets of X (triples), such
that every pair of X is contained in exactly one triple of B. It is well known
that a necessary and sufficient condition for a STS(v) to exist is that v#1
or 3 (mod 6). An r-coloring of a STS(v) is a map , : X  [1, ..., r] such that
at least two vertices of every triple receive different colors, i.e., such that no
triple is monochromatic. Equivalently, an r-coloring is a partition of the
vertex set X into r parts, called color classes, none of which contains a
triple of B. If a STS can be r-colored but not (r&1)-colored, then the
system is r-chromatic. A coloring of a STS is equitable if the cardinalities of
the color classes differ by at most one. The notions of r-coloring, chromatic
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number, and equitability are defined for an arbitrary (finite) hypergraph
(X, B) in the same way that they are defined for Steiner triple systems.
If every r-coloring of a triple system is equitable then we say that the system
is r-balanced. Note that an r-balanced system is necessarily r-chromatic. If
C1 , C2 , ..., Cr are the color classes of an r-coloring of a STS(v) and
|Ci |=vi , then by counting the number of blocks that receive exactly two
colors we obtain i ( vi2)
1
3 (
v
2). For r=3 this inequality may be rewritten
1
as (v1&v2)2+(v1&v3)2+(v2&v3)22v. This inequality and the fact that
every STS(v) with v15 admits an equitable 3-coloring (see [8]) provides
some evidence for the conjecture that every 3-chromatic STS(v) admits an
equitable 3-coloring (see [5]). By contrast for each r6 and =>0 there
exists a STS(v) such that in any r-coloring the three largest color classes
contain at least (1&=) v points [6].
Three examples of 3-balanced STS(v) have been observed in the
literature. They are the projective triple system of order 15 [9], the affine
triple system of order 27 (see [7, 5]) and a uniquely colorable cyclic triple
system of order 33 [2].
In this paper we determine the spectrum of 3-balanced triple systems
with eight possible exceptions. In the sequel we shall use the notation
STS(v)* for a 3-balanced STS(v).
We require other designs for the constructions we shall employ. A pair-
wise-balanced design of order v and block sizes K (a PBD(v, K)) is a pair
(V, B). V is a set of v elements, and B is a set of subsets (blocks) of V with
the properties that B # B implies |B| # K, and that every unordered pair of
elements from V occurs as a subset of exactly one block B # B.
A group divisible design of order v, block sizes K, and group-type
( g1 , g2 , ..., gs) (a K&GDD of type ( g1 , g2 , ..., gs)) is a triple (V, G, B). V is
a set of v=sj=1 gj elements, and G is a partition of V into s classes
G1 , G2 , ..., Gs called groups with |Gj |=gj for each j. The set B consists of
subsets (blocks) of V, each having size from K, with the property that every
unordered pair of elements from V is either contained in exactly one
group or in exactly one block, but not both. It is customary to write g=
( g1 , g2 , ..., gs) using exponential notation, so (2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 7) is written
233271, for example. For details regarding block designs, we refer the reader
to [1].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let (V, G, B) be a [3]&GDD of type g and let e2(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=
x1 x2+ } } } +xn&1xn=i<j xi xj be the second elementary symmetric
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1 One may also deduce from i ( vi2)
1
3 (
v
2) that vi+vjw
4
5 v+1x for i{j, (see [6]).
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polynomial. If (V, B) is r-colored with color classes C1 , C2 , ..., Cr con-
sider the r_s matrix, N=(nij), where nij=|Ci & Gj |. As the expression
i e2(ni1 , ni2 , ..., nis) counts the number of blocks of B that receive exactly
two colors and |B|= 13e2(g) we then have
Lemma 2.1. If a [3]&GDD of type g=( g1 , g2 , ..., gs) is r-colored with
color classes C1 , C2 , ..., Cr and if nij=|Ci & Gj | then si=1 e2(ni1 , ni2 , ..., nis)
1
3e2(g).
By summing the columns of the matrix (nij) we recover the group sizes
of the [3]&GDD. We shall call a matrix with nonnegative integer entries
admissible if the column sums satisfy the known necessary conditions for
the group sizes of a [3]&GDD (see [3]) and if the matrix satisfies the
inequality of Lemma 2.1. A matrix (nij) of nonnegative integers is realizable
if nij=|Ci & Gj |, where the Ci are color classes of an r-coloring of some
[3]&GDD with groups Gj . We call the matrix of subsets (Ci & Gj) the
realizing matrix.
The main tool that we use to demonstrate the realizability of certain
matrices is Wilson’s fundamental construction:
Theorem 2.2 (Fundamental construction). Let (V, G, B) be a GDD
with G=[G1 , G2 , ..., Gs]. Associate with each & # V a set W(&) such that the
members of [W(&)]& # V are pairwise disjoint. Let C1 , C2 , ..., Cr be a partition
of & # V W(&) into r parts. If for each block [&1 , &2 , ..., &k] in B the r_k
matrix ( |Ci & W(&j)| ) is realizable then the r_s matrix ( |Ci & G$j | ) is
realizable, where Gj$=W(Gj)=& # Gj W(&).
Lemma 2.3. If there exists a [3]&GDD of type ( g1 , g2 , ..., gs) then the
matrix
g1 g2 gs
\ g1 g2 } } } gs+g1 g2 gs
is realizable.
Proof. Let (V, G, B) be a [3]&GDD with groups G=[G1 , G2 , ..., Gs],
|Gi |=gi for each i. We apply the Fundamental construction with weight 3
and the appropriate coloring. Let V$=V_[0, 1, 2], Gj$=Gj_[0, 1, 2] and
take the color classes to be Ci=V_[i]. The 3_3 all 1’s matrix, J33 , is
easily seen to be realizable by finding a 3-coloring of the unique STS(9)
that tri-colors each block in a parallel class; the lemma follows. K
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Lemma 2.4. For each g0 the matrix
g+1 g+1 g
\ g+1 g+1 g+1+g g g+1
is admissible.
Proof. For integers a and b let [a, b]=[a, a+1, ..., b] and write
[a, b]i for [a, b]_[i]:
Points: V=[0, 3g+1]_[1, 2, 3].
Groups: Gi=[0, 3g+1] i , i=1, 2, 3.
Blocks: [x1 , y2 , z3], where x+y&z#0 (mod 3g+2).
Realizing matrix:
[0, g]1 [ g+1, 2g+1]2 [0, g]3
\ [ g+1, 2g+1]1 [2g+2, 3g+2]2 [2g+2, 3g+1]3+ . K[2g+2, 3g+1]1 [1, g]2 [ g+1, 2g+1]3
A hill-climbing algorithm was employed for the construction of the
following design; we need it to construct a STS(61)*.
Lemma 2.5. The matrix
1 5 5 5 5
\0 5 5 5 5+0 5 5 5 5
is admissible.
Proof. The blocks of such a system are constructed by a hill climbing
algorithm similar to the one used in [3]. The basic algorithm is modified
slightly by appropriately coloring the groups at the start; the algorithm
then accepts only properly colored blocks that are colored with two colors,
as equality holds in Lemma 2.1 for this particular matrix. K
3. CONSTRUCTIONS OF 3-BALANCED STS
In this section we shall present some recursive constructions for balanced
STS from smaller balanced STS. In the lemma that follows we adapt the
singular direct product.
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Lemma 3.1. Let ==0, 1 and u=2k. If there exists a [3]&GDD of type
g=( g1 , g2 , ..., gs) and for each j there exists a STS(3gj+3u+=)* with a
sub-STS(3u+=) and a 3-coloring that is balanced on the subsystem, then
there exists a STS(v)* with v=3u+=+sj=1 3gj .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 there exists a 3-colored [3]&GDD (V, G, B) of
type 3g such that the j th group, Gj , is equitably colored. Let U be a set of
size 3u+= disjoint from the set V and extend the coloring of the
[3]&GDD to U in such a way that U is equitably colored. For each
group Gj of size 3gj we construct on Gj _ U a copy of the postulated
STS(3gj+3u+=)* in such a way that no block is monochromatic and
so that the subsystem of order 3u+= is aligned on U. This produces a
3-chromatic STS(v) that admits an equitable 3-coloring. We now show that
any other 3-coloring of this system must also be equitable.
To this end let (C1 , C2 , C3) be a 3-coloring of the singular direct product
we have constructed, and for each i and j let ui=|U & Ci | and nij=
|Ci & Gj |. For fixed j the numbers nij+ui , i=1, 2, 3, are the sizes of the
color classes in the STS(3gj+3u+=)* constructed on Gj _ U. Thus the
only possibilities for nij+ui are gj+u and gj+u+1 (the latter is pos-
sible only when ==1), so let us write nij+ui=gj+u+=ij , where =ij # [0, 1]
and 3i=1 =ij== for each i and j. For convenience write Si=
s
j=1 =ij ; our
goal then is to show that the three numbers |Ci |=ui+sj=1 nij=
ui+sj=1 ( gj+u&ui+=ij)=
1
3 |V|+su+(1&s) ui+Si are as nearly equal
as possible, so it suffices to show that the numbers (1&s) ui+Si are as
nearly equal as possible. By Lemma 2.1 we have
0&
1
3
e2(3g)+ :
3
i=1
e2(ni1 , ..., nis)
=&
1
3
e2(3g)+ 
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
( gj1+u&ui+=ij1)( gj2+u&ui+=ij2)
=\&13 e2(3g)+ :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
gj1gj2++ :j1<j2 :
3
i=1 _gj1(u&ui+=ij2)
+(u&ui+=ij1) gj2&+ :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
(u&ui+=ij1)(u&ui+=ij2)
= :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
(u&ui+=ij1)(u&ui+=ij2)
= :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
(u&ui)2+(=ij1+=ij2)(u&ui)+=ij1 =ij2
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= :
3
i=1 {\
s
2+ (u&ui)2+(s&1)(u&ui) Si+ :j1<j2 =ij1 =ij2=
= :
3
i=1 {\
s
2+ (u&ui)2+(s&1)(u&ui) Si+
1
2
(S 2i &Si)=
=
1
2
:
3
i=1
[(s&1)(u&ui)2+(s&1)2 (u&ui)2+2(s&1)(u&ui) Si+S 2i &Si]
=
1
2
:
3
i=1
[[(s&1)(u&ui)+Si]2+(s&1)(u&ui)2]&=s2.
If ==0 then Si=0 for each i, so we have ( s2)(u&ui)
20 for each i, and
then all |Ci | are equal.
If ==1 and u&ur>0 for some r then 12 
3
i=1 [[(s&1)(u&ui)+Si]
2+
(s&1)(u&ui)2]&s2( s2)(u&ur)
2&s2>0 (since the number of groups is
3), a contradiction. Therefore uui for each i and, since u1+u2+u3=
3u+1, we may take, without loss of generality, u1=u+1, u2=u3=u.
Upon substituting these values we deduce that (1&s+S1)2+S 22 +S
2
3 1,
which has the three solutions (S1 , S2 , S3)=(s, 0, 0), (s&1, 1, 0), and
(s&1, 0, 1). For each of these solutions the multiset [(1&s) ui+Si] is
[(1&s) u+1, (1&s) u, (1&s) u], so the |Ci | are as nearly equal as
possible. This shows that all 3-colorings of the constructed system are equi-
table, and the proof is complete. K
For our next lemma we need systems that are not quite balanced. Call
a 3-chromatic STS(6k+3) almost balanced if each 3-coloring that it admits
is either equitable or has as its set of color class sizes 2k+2, 2k+1, 2k ;
and there is at least one 3-coloring of the latter type.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose (i) that there exists a STS(3g+3u+3)* with a
sub-STS(3u+1) and a 3-coloring of this system that is equitable on the sub-
STS(3u+1), and (ii) that there exists an almost 3-balanced STS(3g+3u+3)
with a sub-STS(3u+1) and an almost equitable 3-coloring that is equitable
on the sub-STS(3u+1). Then there exists a STS(9g+3u+7)*.
Proof. Let (V, G, B) be a 3-colored [3]&GDD of type (3g+2)3 with
color classes Ci and groups Gj , i, j=1, 2, 3, such that ( |Ci & Gj | ) is the
matrix given in Lemma 2.4. Let U be a set of size 3u+1 disjoint from the
set V and extend the coloring of the [3]&GDD to U so that |C1 & U |=
|C2 & U |=u and |C3 & U |=u+1. For j=1, 2 construct on Gj _ U a
copy of the STS(3g+3u+1)* of (i) in such a way that no block is
monochromatic and so that the subsystem of order 3u+1 is aligned
on U. Finally, on G3 _ U construct a copy of the almost balanced
STS(3g+3u+1) of (ii) so that no block is monochromatic and so that the
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sub-STS(3u+1) is aligned on U. This produces a 3-chromatic STS(v) that
admits an equitable 3-coloring. We now show that any other 3-coloring of
this system must also be equitable.
Let (C1 , C2 , C3) be a 3-coloring of the constructed STS(9g+3u+7) and
let ui=|U & Ci |, nij=|Ci & Gj | for i, j=1, 2, 3. Write nij+ui=g+u+=ij
for each i and j. Then =ij=1 for i=1, 2, 3 and j=1, 2, since for these j a
STS(3g+3u+3)* was placed on Gj _ U and since an almost balanced
STS(3g+3u+3) was placed on G3 _ U, we can say that =i3 # [0, 1, 2] for
each i with 3i=1 =i3=3. As in Lemma 3.1 write Si=
3
j=1 =ij , so that Si=
2+=i3 and 3i=1 Si=9. By Lemma 2.1 we have
0&
1
3
e2((3g+2)3)+ :
3
i=1
e2(ni1 , ..., nis)
=&(3g+2)2+ :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
( g+u&ui+=ij1)( g+u&ui+=ij2)
=&(3g+2)2+ :
j1<j2
:
3
i=1
( g2+g(u&ui+=ij2)+(u&ui+=ij1) g)
+ :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
(u&ui+=ij1)(u&ui+=ij2)
=&(3g+2)2+9g2+12g+ :
3
i=1
:
j1<j2
((u&ui)2+(=ij1+=ij2)(u&ui)+=ij1 =ij2)
=&4+ :
3
i=1
(3(u&ui)2+2Si (u&ui)+(1+2=i3))
=5+ :
3
i=1
(3(u&ui)2+2Si (u&ui)).
If =i3=1 for each i then the inequality reduces to 02+3 i (u&ui+1)2,
a contradiction. We therefore suppose, without loss of generality, that
(=13 , =23 , =33)=(2, 1, 0). Then (S1 , S2 , S3)=(4, 3, 2) and
05+ :
3
i=1
(3(u&ui)2+2Si (u&ui))
=5+\ :
3
i=1
3(u&ui)2++8(u&u1)+6(u&u2)+4(u&u3)
=1+\ :
3
i=1
3(u&ui)2++4(u&u1)+2(u&u2)
=[1+3(u&u1)2+4(u&u1)]+[3(u&u2)2+2(u&u2)]+3(u&u3)2
=:+;+#.
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Each of :, ;, # is nonnegative, so we see that (u1 , u2 , u3)=(u+1, u, u)
is the only solution to the inequality. The sizes of the color classes
are |Ci |=&2ui+3j=1 (nij+ui)=&2ui+
3
j=1 (u+g+=ij)=&2ui+3u+
3g+2+=i3 , so |C1 |=u+3g+2, |C2 |=u+3g+3, and |C3 |=u+3g+2.
This completes the proof. K
4. THE SPECTRUM OF 3-BALANCED TRIPLE SYSTEMS
We need a supply of [3]&GDD’s for the application of Lemma 3.1. We
employ the main theorem of Colbourn, Hoffman, and Rees [4]:
Theorem 4.1. Let g, t, and u be nonnegative integers. There exists a
[3]&GDD of the type gtu1 if and only if the following conditions are all
satisfied :
(i) if g>0, then t3, or t=2 and u=g, or t=1 and u=0, or t=0;
(ii) ug(t&1) or gt=0;
(iii) g(t&1)+u#0 (mod 2) or gt=0;
(iv) gt#0 (mod 2) or u=0;
(v) 12 g
2t(t&1)+gtu#0 (mod 3).
We proceed to the main theorem.
Theorem 4.2. A 3-balanced STS(v) exists for all v#1, 3 (mod 6) and
v15, except possibly for v # [19, 21, 37, 49, 55, 57, 67, 69, 85, 109, 139].
Proof. First we consider the case v#3 (mod 6). No STS(v)* exists for
v=3, 9, so we consider v15. We have examples of STS(v)* for v=15, 27;
these are furnished by PG(3, 2) and AG(3, 3). The value v=33 comes
from the uniquely 3-colorable STS(33), whose starter blocks are listed
in Appendix A1, Table IV. The value v=45 is obtained by applying
Lemma 3.1 using a [3]&GDD of type 53 and a STS(15)* as ingredients
and taking |U |=0. Using these four systems as ingredients we now apply
Lemma 3.1 to the [3]&GDD listed in Table I, taking |U |=3 throughout.
It remains to settle the cases v=21, 57, 69, 75, 81, and 117. By writing
v=3s(g)+|U |, where s(g)=g1+ } } } +gr , we shall indicate an application
of Lemma 3.1 that will produce the required STS(v)* by using a
[3]&GDD of type g as an ingredient and a common subsystem of size
|U |. Writing 117=3s(84141)+3, 81=3s(93)+0, and 75=3s(83)+3 thus
eliminates these values, leaving unsettled v=21, 57, and 69.
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TABLE I
[3]&GDD Class mod 36 Omissions
43t 36t+3 75
43t+1 36t+15 
43t+2101 36(t+1)+21 21, 57
43t81 36t+27 
43t+2101 36(t+1)+33 69
43t141 36(t+1)+9 81, 117
Next we consider the case v#1 (mod 6). No STS(13)* exists, as is
readily verified by finding nonequitable colorings of the two triple systems
of order 13. Examples of STS(v)* for v=25 and 31 are given in
Appendix A1. We obtain a STS(43)* by applying Lemma 3.2 using a
STS(15)* and the almost balanced STS(15) of Appendix A1 as ingredients.
A STS(61)* can be constructed by placing four copies of a STS(15)* on
each group of the colored [3]&GDD of type 15411 given in Lemma 2.5.
A STS(79)* can be constructed by applying Lemma 3.2 with |U |=1 and
using a STS(27)* and the almost balanced STS(27) of the appendix as
ingredients. Writing 157=3s(143101)+1, 181=3s(106)+1 and 211=
3s(107)+1 now shows how to construct STS(v)* for v=157, 181, and 211.
With these ingredients we apply Lemma 3.1 to the appropriate [3]&GDD,
taking |U |=1 throughout (Table II).
The equations 91=3s(103)+1, 133=3s(103141)+1, 151=3s(103201)+1,
169 = 3s(144) + 1, 193 = 3s(104241) + 1, 199 = 3s(85261) + 1, 229 =
3s(124261)+1, 265=3s(86401)+1, 283=3s(107241)+1, 301=3s(1010)+1,
TABLE II
[3]&GDD Class mod 72 Omissions
83t 72t+1 
83t261 72(t+1)+7 151
83t521 72(t+2)+13 85, 229, 301
83t+2141 72(t+1)+19 91
83t+1241 72(t+1)+25 169
83t101 72t+31 
83t+2201 72(t+1)+37 37, 109
83t141 72t+43 
83t601 72(t+1)+49 49, 193, 265
83t+2261 72(t+1)+55 55, 199
83t201 72t+61 133
83t701 72(t+2)t+67 67, 139, 283, 355, 427
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TABLE III
Blocks of STS(15) [8]
1 2 3 1 4 5 1 6 7 1 8 9 1 10 11
1 12 13 1 14 15 2 4 6 2 5 7 2 8 10
2 9 11 2 12 14 2 13 15 3 4 7 3 5 6
3 8 11 3 9 12 3 10 15 3 13 14 4 8 13
4 9 10 4 11 14 4 12 15 5 8 15 5 9 14
5 10 13 5 11 12 6 8 14 6 9 15 6 10 12
6 11 13 7 8 12 7 9 13 7 10 14 7 11 15
355=3s(146341)+1, and 427=3s(109521)+1 leave unsettled only the
values v=19, 37, 49, 55, 67, 85, 109, and 139. This completes the proof of the
theorem. K
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We do not have any example of an r-balanced STS(v) with r>3, this
problem is open as far as we know.
APPENDIX: SOME BALANCED AND ALMOST-BALANCED STS
Table III contains the blocks of STS(15), No. 7 of [8]. This system admits
3132 colorings of type (4, 5, 6) and 1824 colorings of type (5, 5, 5).
Table IV contains the blocks of some balanced and almost-balanced cyclic
triple systems and the number of colorings each one admits.
TABLE IV
v Base blocks Type of coloring No. of colorings
25 0 1 3 0 4 11 0 5 17 (8, 8, 9) 25
0 6 16
27 0 1 3 0 4 11 0 5 15 (9, 9, 9) 54
0 6 19 0 9 18 (8, 9, 10) 108
31 0 1 3 0 4 18 0 5 11 (10, 10, 11) 31
0 7 23 0 9 19
33 0 1 3 0 4 10 0 5 18 (11, 11, 11) 1
0 7 19 0 8 17 0 11 22
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